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'centre of excellence in' marine Sciences

Aspiration as a national Fisheries and Oceanographic centre of Excellence, dedicated worldclass scientists to collect, analyze and provide scientific data and information for the
development of scientific products necessary for the sustainable utilization and management
of Nigeria's aquatic marine resources, coastal and ocean environment for the benefit of our
national and global community at large.

To key into the national development goals of food security, poverty reduction,
marine environmental cleanliness and sustainability.

Research into the:
* Genetic improvement of marine and brackish water living resources in Nigeria.
* Studies of the abundance, distribution and biology of aquatic resources in Nigerian brackish and marine
waters.
Rational Exploitation of the brackish and Marine waters of Nigeria.
Appropriate handling, preservation, utilization, and value addition of fin and shell fishes
Establishment of the biological, physical and chemical characteristics of the Nigerian territorial waters
as well as determination of the effects of pollution of the marine and coastal waters.
* Geological and Geophysical features of the sea bed of the territorial waters of Nigeria and the high seas
beyond.
* Extension, Research and Liaison Services in areas of her mandate.
* The Institute is also mandated to provide vocational training m Fisheries, Oceanography and
Aquaculture.
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D

evelopment of Infrastructures, laboratories
and equipment needs for research into the
Marine and Coastal Environments from
which the Fisheries Resources are exploited have
recently been the focus of the Institute since the
administration of the Executive Director/CEO, Dr
A.O Ayinla.
So in this edition an X-ray of these
infrastructures is given. In a related concern for the
state of the marine environment, the Minister of
Agriculture and Rural Development, Dr Akinwumi
Adesina expressed his concern over the insecurity of
the Nigerian waters due to the activities of Pirates.
This edition ofNIOMR Newsletter has a cover story
on this phenomenon.
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There is the report on the department of Biological
Oceanography
researches
into the coastal
environment. It therefore regularly carry out studies
on determination and monitoring the trends and
dynamics of physico-chemical
and biological
characteristics
of Nigerian coastal waters which
afford the institute time series data for baseline
information as benchmark for evaluating changes,
predicting
trends and interpreting
peculiar
phenomena in the water bodies including those
arising from human activities.
There is also a comprehensive profiling ofthe ICON,
Dr A.O. Ayinla, the man behind the 'New Improved'
NIOMR where the next generation of researchers in
the institute
will have all facilities
and
infrastructures needed to make NIOMR a Reference
Centre of Marine Sciences Studies and related
matters.
Other
departmental/sectional
as well as
administration and Staff Welfare Scheme Activities
are also covered in this issue ofNIOMR Newsletter .
Read on.
The contributions of all Extension Staff and Dr. Bolu
Solarin are acknowledged.
Dr (Mrs) Mabel Yarhere
Editor-in-Chief

T

he Honorable Minister of Agriculture and
Rural Development, Dr Akinwumi Adesina,
visited the Exhibition stand of NIOMR at
Nasarawa recently. After going through the exhibits
he expressed concern over the spate ofloss oflives
of crew members and goods due to the gruesome
attacks by sea pirates in the Nigerian territorial
water. He said he plans to call a meeting of all
stakeholders in the Maritime industry to come
together and work out policies that will curb the
activities of the pirates. He sees NIOMR as a major
stakeholder.

Minister of Agriculture

and Rural Development,

Dr

Akinwumi Adesina (middle) taking notes on NIOMR's
exhibits at Nasarawa.

It is important to note the devastating effects of sea piracy and
armed robbery on the fishing industry as exemplified by
several attacks on fishing vessels owned by Atlantic Shrimpers
Ltd and other fishing companies.
The Executive Director/CEO of IOMR, Dr. O.AAyinla also
noted, in a paper presented to the Honourable Minister of
Agriculture on Sea Piracy recently, that NIOMR is about to
complete the rehabilitation of its Pole and Line research vessel
M.Y. Sarkim Baka and will go full steam sailing through the
process of Private Public Partnership (PPP) concept of project
management.
The institute is also procuring a new
Oceanographic and Fishing Research Vessel awarded by the
Federal Executive Council (FEC) in 2010. It is expected to be

Dr (Mrs) Mabel Yarhere (1st left) briefing the Hon. Minister of Agriculture and
Rural Development,

Dr. Akinwumi

Adesina

(1st right)

displays and Institute's concern about piracy in Nigeria

on NIOMR's

used when completed for research also under the PPP
arrangement in 2012. He said it will be extremely
difficult if not impossible to operate these vessels under
the prevailing unsafe environment.
In another submission to the Minister, the Nigerian
Trawlers Owners Association (NITOA), through its
spokesperson, said the industry has about 235 fishing
and shrimping vessels with an investment of over N30.0
billion and an employment
of about 10,000
professionals. This subsector also provides indirect
employment for close to 500,000 Nigerians nationwide.
The industry is said to be under serious threat of
collapse unless there is urgent intervention by bringing
major stakeholders together to find a quick and lasting
solution to this nagging problem which is a serious
threat to the Agricultural Transformation Agenda of the
Federal Government of Nigeria on Food Fish security.
On the part of the Nigerian Maritime Administration
and Safety Agency (NIMASA), it was ascertained that
not less than $3 billion is being lost to piracy and sea
robbery every year globally, from which robbers'
activities on Nigerian waters were major contributors.
The Director General of NIMASA, Mr. Ziakede
Akpobolokemi,
in his remarks
at the formal

Chairman of the bill presentation forum, Hon. Justice
Emmanuel Sanyaolu, while quoting some media reports,
hinted that trawler operators had been forced to abandon
their businesses as a result of the criminal activities and
attacks by some armed robbers on sea, which had led to
monumental increase on cost of fish and sea foods in the
country at one time or the other.
The House Committee on Rules and Business Resolutions
worried about the inability of the National Security
Agencies in combating the increasing incidences of
hijacking Fishing Vessels in Nigeria Territorial Waters
urged the agencies to move swiftly to save the lives of the
hapless Captains and their vessels and avert the brazen
acts of kidnapping, torture, murder, rape and robbery by
pirates.
One Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of a fishing Company
in Apapa, said that before the upsurge of piracy they were
landing 30 containers of shrimps which are sold to
international markets that bring in foreign exchange
earnings to Nigeria. However, at present they could barely
land 10 containers of shrimps. Most fishing companies
now have empty cartons stocked up in their warehouses
due to inactivity of the vessels as shown below:

presentation of the draft on Piracy and Other Unlawful
Acts At Sea Bill to industry stakeholders in Lagos some
time ago, said it was in a bid to develop a robust legal
framework for fighting these incidences on sea, that an
international conference on piracy was organised by the
agency in collaboration with the Nigerian Navy. One of
the resolutions at that conference was to strengthen
existing legal framework. The bill is drawn from
conventions of the IMO that Nigeria is a signatory to.
There are also some provisions and protocols that are
yet to be conceded to by Nigeria which is delaying the
bill.
The Honourable Minister of Transport, Senator Idris
Umar, stated that insurance costs for importing goods
into the country had greatly increased, owing to
Nigeria's classification as a high risk area. He however
expressed optimism that the recent level of attention
accorded the menace by the international community
and laws like the one being presented would surely
drive the menace down tremendously. Presenting the
bill, a legal consultant to NIMASA on the draft bill, Mr.
Michael Igbokwe, SAN, explained that there were no
laws for the successful prosecution of piracy incidences
in the country at the moment, therefore a lot has to be
done to ensure the success of this bill.

Empty cartons stalked in warehouses

The whole world is awaiting the time activities of sea
pirates will be put under control.

works.
He is a Fellow of the Fisheries Society of igeria,
a member of Tropical Aquaculture.Scientists and
World Aquaculture Society.
He has various administrative
expenences,
including:
Chairman,
Research
~
management Committee 2003 to
2007;
Head
of
Division
BiotechnologylFish Technology
Chairman- Internal Management
Committee ofNIOMR
Centre
Manager,
African
Regional Centre (ARAC) Aluu,
Port Harcourt;
Project Officer of the World
Bank Assisted Project: National
Agricultural Research Project
(NARP)and;
Member of Faculty Board of
RSUST Port Harcourt, Faculty
of Agriculture amongst others.
Co-ordinator of the Aquaculture
value chain project in igeria.

INFLUENCE OF IDS
ADMINISTRATIVE EXPERIENCE
ON RUNNING NIOMR
To capture his achievements in development of
the Institute
in the areas of research,

infrastructure,

human resources

development,

few of

them will be highlighted in this profiling.

HUMAN MANAGEMENT

STYLE

Dr. O. Ayinla believes in team work and has never
deviated from this approach to getting work done since he
took mantle of running the Institute as the Chief
Executive/CEO. When there is a task on ground, he
identifies officers whom he believes can meaningfully
contribute to achieving that task. He sends out a memo to
identified Management and non-management staff and
offhe goes to the project site as shown below:

Dr. Ayinla with some of his management and non
management staff at Mariculture Centre at
Gberefun Badagry, Lagos.

He has an open office and interacts with every cadre of
staff at any time. He gives everyone opportunity to
develop in hislher area of interest.
His One-on-one interactive section with new scientists is
an unprecedented approach that enables young scientist
to have direct mentoring both from the ED/CEO and their
immediate bosses.

In as much as he gives room for everyone to develop, he
does not condole indolence, lateness to work and other
acts of indiscipline. He ensures that any act of negligent
of duty is addressed by the Administrative department of
the Institute.

RESEARCH MANAGEMENT STYLE
Demand-driven research continues to be the driving
force behind priority setting research programmes of the
institute.
Practically all research projects are approved according
to set down guidelines.
These guidelines border on
contribution to economic growth which must address
increased household income, increased productivity,
increased foreign exchange earnings and support to local
industry. Research that addresses Food Security must
ensure, food availability, in this case fish food
availability, high quality, accessibility and affordability.
The project must also be environmentally sustainable.
This implies improved biodiversity, biosafety, improved
soil and water quality. The project must also address the
social welfare of stakeholders in terms of increased
employment, improved human health, increased equity
and increased educational opportunity. Another criterion
is capacity building which encompasses improved
infrastructural development, enhanced end-users skills
and improved human resources development.

INFRASTRUCTURAL DEVELOPMENT
Some of the new infrastructures since his tenure
include:
• Development of a Shrimps Hatchery for the
propagation and culture of Marine Black
Tiger Shrimp (Panaeus Monodon)

Shrimps rearing tanks

The successful of culture and trial of the shrimp is a
landmark achievement in Nigeria which indicates that
Shrimps can be cultured in Nigeria. Several scientists
were trained in shrimp culture during his tenure.

•

There is also the installation of a Pilot scale
Fish Feed Production Plant located at Badore
outstation which produces floating fish feeds
for fish farmers at reduced cost.

Floating Feeds Production Plant at Badore, Lagos State.

NIOMR is the first indigenous establishment that perfected the production of floating feeds for fish farmers' use in
Nigeria and this happened during Dr Ayinla's tenure.

ESTABLISHMENT OF A CENTRAL LABORATORY
The Dr. O. Ayinla's administration designed a multipurpose laboratory where all departments and section can
analyze their samples; whether in Geology/Geophysic;
Chemical and Physical Oceanography;
Biological
Oceanography; Fish Diseases; Fish/fish products and so
on. It is the only one of its kind in Nigeria. All analyses
are computerized.
From inception of the laboratory,
departments were required to submit their needs. During

the construction and installation of equipments, relevant
scientists were involved and were trained on the
operations of the equipment. The Extension, Research
and Liaison Services (ERLS) staff were also part of the
training for ease of dissemination of the facility to endusers. The refurbished building and equipment were
visited by the Senate Committee on Agriculture recently
as shown below:

Central laboratory bnilding and the visiting team from the Senate.
ED/CEO,

••

Dr O. Ayinla (middle right) briefing the team, while Mrs Iheoma Hogan (first left) listens .

MONITORING OF RESEARCH ACTMTIES
Part of the management style of the ED/CEO (NIOMR)
is continuous visits to project sites and seeing
development instead of sitting in the office to be briefed
on results of trials. In this way, he mentors young
scientists when their projects are not getting the
expected result. The capture below is on one of such
trips to outstation research on breeding and feeding
trials of Tarpon in a tank at the Badore station, Lagos.

CAPACITY BUILDING OF STAFF
Dr. Ayinla's administration believes in staff training. To
him, that is the only way the system can grow. Nobody
should be left static according to him. By this stand, the
system has grown about twelve Ph.D graduates during
his tenure, several secretariat staff are now Lawyers,
while others have graduated with M.Sc and B.Sc in
various fields. During his tenure, Mr. A.V. Ugbodu and
Mrs M. E. Bello of the Accounts Department became
Fellows of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of
Nigeria (lCAN), while Mrs M. Djebah qualified as
Chartered Accountant.
Mr Adeleke Adekoya of
Technical Services also qualified as a Registered
Surveyor during his administration.

HIS SENSE OF INFORMATION

TECHNOLOGY aT)
The ED/CEO, also developed a high sense of
Information technology and would exploit all means to
disseminate research findings to end-users. He recently
mobilized all departments and sections to work with a
Private Partner for the development of modem flexes
and posters that easily portray all activities of the
institute at a glance as shown below.
Dr. 0 Ayinla's (7' left) monitoring of scientists projects
at Badore outstation

FACILITIES UNDER CONSTRUCTION
Other facilities approved for the Institute during Dr. 0
Ayinla's administration
and are currently
under
construction include:
*
A 3 storey building of 8 flats (3 bedrooms each)
at the headquarter in Victoria Island, Lagos.
Procurement
of a new research
vessel
*
(approval has been gotten).
Building of a new Guest house at the Old College
*
site ( work in progress).
Building
of Visiting
Scientists
guest
*
house at Badore ( in progress.
Building
of hostel
accommodation
for
*
Industrial Training Students in Badore
(in progress).
At
ARAC station,
the building
of the
*
Office complex is in progress.
At Badagry, the Institute has acquired some
*
facilities and a water body for mariculture.

Poster Display in flexes on achievements of departments and
sections. Dr Mabel Yarhere (sitting) displays leT expertise.

The above display is currently the highest level of
communicating institutional ideas to the public. Dr. O.
Ayinla keyed into this innovation and this earned
NIOMR the 'Best Stand Display" among the Research
Institutes and other exhibitors at every exhibition staged
in Nigeria recently.

III

IDS VISION FOR NIOMR

Oyo, Ogun, Gombe and Akwa Thorn apart from

Recently, he was asked by a Vanguard Reporter where
he wants NIOMR to be in the next 5 to 10 years. He
listed the following:
~ NIOMR should have a programme for Erosion
control
~ NIOMR should be a major facilitator in the
export offish of various types, eg shell fish like
shrimps, oysters, periwinkles amongst others
by ensuring adoption of innovations in these
areas.
~

NIOMR should have more outreach stations;
currently NIOMR's presence is felt in Kwara,

R

ecently, Dr. O.A. Ayinla led a group of
administrators and researchers to Gberefun,
Badagry in Lagos state to assess the readiness of
the institute for the Mariculture project that will project
the institute's vision of being a World Class centre for
marine sciences in the global economy.
In the same light, it is expected to be used for the
propagation and culture of Megalops,
other marine
species and the black tiger shrimp, Panaeus monodon,
whose culture is currently being carried out at NIOMR's
headquarters.

Shrimp hatchery under construction

I:

at 8adagry.

~
~

Rivers and Delta states.
NIOMR should be a world Mariculture Centre.
NIOMR should also be a reference point for
Oceanographic
and Marine related issue
including
domestication
of International
Maritime Laws and regulations.

FAMILY LIFE
Dr. O. Ayinla is married to Mrs. Dunni Ayinla, an
Educationist and seasoned administrator. They are
blessed with four children and grandchildren to the Glory
of God. He and his family remain committed Christians.

Dr Ayinla's team of administrators and researchers
at the Mariculture centre in 8adagry

inBADORE
Rice - cum - fish integration is one of the technologies with a potential that can ensure food security in Nigeria. Presently,
such integrated farm system is under-utilized in our nation which is mainly due to lack of awareness of the farmers
regarding output potentials of rice- fish culture.
The current research was aimed at making efficient use of coastal land for rice cum fish production. The study focused on
the methods used to demonstrate and promote fish culture in rice-fields and to investigate the contribution of stocked
fingerlings to fish yields from rice fields, so as to increase protein consumption and income for rural people.
The Executive Director/CEO, Dr. A.O. Ayinla recently visited the project site at Badore where the Centre Manager, Mr.
Olalekan Oguntade gave a brief on progress made so far on the project.

The Executive Director/CEO

(right) Dr Ayina listens to Centre Manager. Mr O/alekan Oguntade on progress in the farm

The major goal of the study was to create awareness and
promote rice - fish culture in Nigeria, and to demonstrate
that the crop combination is profitable and capable of
increasing farmers' income. It also demonstrated that fish
culture in rice fields, increases protein consumption and
income for rural people. It investigated the contribution
of stocked fingerlings in rice fields and potentials of
rice-fish integration in swampy areas and flood plains of
major rivers in the country.
IMPLEMENTATION PROCEDURE
The demonstration of 3 systems in triplicate of integrated
rice - cum- fish design was carried out. The total area of
the plot was (42m x 27m) 11342 and the total area of
perimeter trench was 108m2• The total area of fish pond
was 258m2, the total area for rice field was 192m2, and the

total area of dyke was 684m2
The size of each pond was 10m x 5m x 1m. The depth of
the trench was 1m deep while the depth of the rice field
was 15cm deep

RICEAGRONOMY
The rice variety that was used for the demonstration is
iron tolerant low land swamp rice (Nerica L-19). It was
nursed and transplanted into experimental plots.
The interior spacing between the rice plants was 25cm x
25cm. Basal application of fertilizer N-P-K 15-15-15
was applied at the rate of 200kg/ha, one week before
transplanting and worked into the soil. The seedling were
planted in rows, a shallow water level of 3-5cm was
maintained where the rice was transplanted.

I•

Fertilizer(NPK
1.

2.
3.

+ urea) application was done 3 times.
Application of NPK only one week
before transplanting,
worked into
the soil.
Deep placement at mid-tillering
4
weeks after transplanting.
Broadcasting
at pinnacle initiation
(booting stage).

Rice growth rate was taken a week after transplanting and
this exercise was done every week till harvest.

RESULT
The experiment started on 19th November 20 11 and lasted
for six months but low water level during the months of
January/February in the ponds and trenches prevented the
stocking of fish which prevented analysis of the
concurrent rice - cum - fish culture. The water level in the
rice plots could not be maintained at 2-3cm at
transplanting nor maintained at 15cm after transplanting
as the tidal water receded. As a result, most of the rice
grains were empty and a few were lost to predatory birds.
87.5kg of rice was harvested and processed at Africa Rice
Center (WARDA)/IITAlbadan.
Below are stages ofthe implementation ofthe project.

Rice-cum-fish plot

Weekly rice growth measurements

Rice field plot

Fish pond

OUTPUT
The harvested rice has been packaged and sold to staff at N400.00 per kg. See picture below.

Package Rice in lkg each and sold for N400.00 each

I

A Multi-purpose hall is still under construction. When it is completed
it is expected to host about 5,000 guests at conferences, and other
social and academic gatherings.
At the headquater in Victoria Island infrastructural development
include renovation of offices, guest house for scientists and other
visitors, as well as a three story building of8 three-bedrooms flats for
staff. The library has recently been renovated ..

A three-bedroom
flat for the Centre
Manager is already completed.

NEW OUTLOOK OF NIOMR'S LIBRARY

III

At the African Regional Centre for Aquaculture (ARAC) in Portharcourt, a network of tarred road has been completed.
This is to facilitate movement of scientists, research materials and products around the integrated fish farm complex as
shown below. Some of the Dr Ayinla's led monitoring team are inserted within the tarred roads. The new office complex
is almost ready for scientist' occupation. It is a three-story building that is capable of accommodating the library,
laboratories, administrators and scientists' offices. The Executive Director's entourage inspects the building as shown
below.
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At the Buguma station Dr (Mrs) O. Edu showed the entourage various culture tanks and make-shift structures used for
culturing Tilapia for fishmeal production for the fishfeeds industry

Dr (Mrs) O. Edu shows the Executive Director/CEO
Dr O. O. Ayinla some Oysters from the pond.

Earthen ponds with some periwinkles
bottom of the water.

At the Buguma outstation Oyster culture is ongoing.
Dr Edu says the overflow of the pond shown below
has no effect on the oysters production.

at the

NIOMR
WINS

Research
Grants

NIOMR'S CENtRAL
LABORATORY
OPENS
NIOMR recently completed a Central Laboratory for various
analytical services. The Laboratory is well equipped for
analysis for marine environmental parameters and critical
pollutants.
Below are some of the equipments and their
applications.

I

2011,
n
the Institute won 7 research grants
under the Competitive Agricultural Research
Grants Scheme (CARGS).
The Research
scheme was coordinated by the Agriculture
Research Council of Nigeria (ARCN) under the
Federal Ministry of Agriculture
and Rural
Development. The research areas include:
(I)
Epizoobiological Survey of Pathogenic
Diseases
of Cultured
Fish Species
and
Development
of Effective
Preventive
Measures Against Endemic conditions.
(ii)
Mass production of Post Larvae of the
Tiger Shrimp Panaeus monodon and
Giant
prawn,
Macrobrachium
vollenhovenii.
(iii)
Utilization
of Casava Leaf protein
concentrate
in the diet of some
culturable fish species in Nigeria.
(iv)
Potential
benefits
of the Immune
response and growth of some culturable
fish species
(v)
Germplasm
conservation
and
development of Biomarkers as diagnostic
toll for culturable shell and fin fishes in the
Nigerian coastal waters.
(vi)
Genomic Mapping of commercially
important fishes in igeria
These research works
completed in 2014.

are

expected

to be

UVNS SpectrophotometerFor analyzing for Nutrients in Water,
Soil and Biological samples

High Performance Liquid
Chromatograph (HPLC)
For Analysis of Antibiotics,
Vitamins, Amino-acid profiles in
drugs, Foods and other
Agricultural products

~

Gas Chromatograph (GC)For analyzing for Synthetic
Organic Chemicals including
Organo-Pesticides such as
Orqenocnlorines, Polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCBS), Poly-Aromatic
Hydrocarbon (PAH) in Water,
Waste water, soil, Biological
samples and Food products.

Atomic Absorption
Spectrophotometer
(AAS)For Analyzing Food, Water,
Soil and Biological samples
for Heavy Metals

1

ARCN/NIOMR EMPOWERS YOUTHS
& COLLEGES FOR SELF
EMPLOYMENT

T

he Adopted Colleges and Communities

The students, also, were aware of the value chain in fish farming

project of the ARCNINIOMR being coordinated by Dr (Mrs) Mabel Yarhere

aimed at demonstrating NIOMR's technologies in
nearby communities and schools in Lagos state
and in other outstations
generated

self

of the Institute

employment

avenue

has

for the

communities' youths and students in the colleges.
The project is specifically aimed at increasing the
production

of fisherfolks

and improving

the

performances of students in Agricultural Sciences
and went ahead to smoke some of the harvested fish as shown
below.

in Colleges.
The

Adopted

College

at

Magbon-Alade

community at Ibeju-Lekki local Government Area
of Lagos State had her maiden harvest of fish in
their plastic tanks recently. It was an exciting
experience for the students and teachers.

A total

210kg of fish was harvested. A sharing formula
was arrived at by the college and the Institute. The
students were involved right from the construction
of the platforms, installation of tanks, stocking and
general

management

until

the

fishes

were

A very interesting dimension was added to the colleges'
experience. The teachers were enthusiastic in taking over the
running of the fish tanks as a cooperative group. The institute
also indicated the willingness to continue providing technical

assistance to the cooperative when they eventually take over the project.
The efficiency of plastic tanks in rearing of fish was also obvious. The successful installation of the minikit ( 4 plastic
tanks) and the subsequent non-leakage demonstrated to the teachers and the students that fish can be reared at very low
cost with plastic tanks as culture media.
The growth rate of stocked fish was high. Efficiency of NIOMR floating feeds that were used throughout the culture
period was proven since water pollution was at the lowest minimum.

FAD IiIVE!i 1\1D
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T

he Institute was given an award as the secon.d
best Exhibition
Stand amongst all the
Research Institutes at the FAO World Food
Day Exhibition in Nasarawa recently. The Institute
was also given a Certificate of Participation at the
Annual Agricultural
Exhibition
at the same
Abuja-Keffi Road Agriculture Ground in Nasarawa.
The occasion was an avenue to show-case NIOMR's
innovations in Fish food production for the Nigerian
populace. On display were: (i) NIOMR posters for
various departments. (ii) fish products (fish cakes,
crackers, burgers, NIOMR's smoking kiln and smoked
fish, publications and aquaculture practices. Below are
scenes at the exhibition ground.

NIOMR's exhibits at the Exhibition ground

The Agricultural Research Council of Nigeria (ARCN)
monitoring team were at the exhibition ground to ensure
that the Minister Minister of Agriculture and Rural.
Development, Dr. Akinwumi Adesina visited NIOMR's
stand.

Dr (Mrs) Mabel Yarhere (2nd' left) attending to some foreign visitors.
NIOMR'S SMOKING

II

KILN

Miss FolakeAyorinde (I" right) attends
to students at the exhibition)

Dr (Mrs) C. R. Alao (sitting right) and Mrs A. O. Fabiyi
(sitting left), ARCN monitoring team visit
NIOMR's stand

Dr (Mrs) Mabel Yarhere (t" left) explains NIOMR's
exhibits to All Farmers Association members.

The occasion was also used by the FAO to address participants of upcoming agricultural projects to Nigeria during
Seminar Session as shown below.

PARTICIPANTS AT THE FAO BRIEFING SESSION

A total of 411 visited the stand and signed the register.

School children also visited the institute and some

expressed surprise on seeing fingerlings displayed in the Plastic tank. Various areas of interests were indicated
by the visitors. Fish farming technologies were of most interest to visitors.

U

tilization of fish in various products development is a means of adding value to fish in the value
chain process. Fish can be used as food either as fresh fish in soups, smoked, fried, or as fish
cakes, burgers, crackers and so on. Fish fillets, worldwide, is acceptable but very expensive,
considering the fact that most of the fillets come out clean from all other processed parts.

Dr G. R. Akande, leader of the research team said the
high demand for convenience foods in Nigeria which
are presently coming as imported products has created
a large market for boned fish. Fillets are now getting
popular in the country as they are convenient for
housewives to cook with no further preparation.
NIOMR fish fillet research examined the yield of
skinned fillet and the proximate composition of the
NIOMR

Catfish fish fillet

NIOMR has successfully carried out research on
using farm-raised catfish (Clarias gariepinus) for
the production of fish fillet for the Nigerian
market as well as for export.

African catfish (Clarias gariepinus) with the view to
developing turnkey processing
catfish. The morphological

method for farmed

characterization

fish was done prior to processing.

of the

The Flowchart for

processing is made available for fish processors on
request.

There

are also regular

trainings

for

Extension Officers who are expected to carry out
demonstrations at farmers' farm for adoption.

Dr G. R. Akande during the interview
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COLLAHOU liON OF
SCIENTIST GETS
NIOMR/DELIA SIAIE "-}'~AWARD
FOR RESEARCH
ON REDUCTION ON
:_<:.:' CaST OF FLOATING
EMPOWERS FISH FARMERS
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T

he Executive Director/CEO Dr. O. Ayinla in
his usual style of monitoring developmental
projects he participated
in sought the
progress made at the fish farms in Ekpan, Delta state.
In October, 2009, the Executive Director/CEO, was
invited to Warri for an on the spot assessment of
Aquaculture phenomenon in Delta State.
He
interacted with fish farmers in three fish farms under
the Delta State Micro-Credit Programme (DMCP),
namely, United Fish Farm Estate at Ekpan,
Progressive Fish Farm estate at Ugboroke and
Crusaders Fish Farm, Ekpan.
The farmers discussed their areas of challenges and
indicated their willingness to embrace proffered
solutions to their problems, including embracing new
technologies in aquaculture in order to improve the
quality and quantity of their farm produce while at the
same time be able to compete favourably with other
fish farmers within and outside Nigeria.
A train-the-trainers workshop was organized for
about 50 fish farmers on modem farming practical
skills. There was also procurement of two NIOMR
fish smoking kilns by the cooperative farmers in
Ekpan to add value to their farm produce.
The
farmers continued adoption of the transferred
technologies have yielded good profits.
It is reported by the state that through the
instrumentality of the DMCP, many have been
economically empowered to cater for themselves and
their families as well as becoming employers of
labour. About 4,300 cluster groups made up of over
47, 034 Deltans have benefited from all the 25 local
government areas of the state. The beneficiaries
included 17,000 men and 30,000 women in cottage
industries, trading, agro-allied businesses. For
instance, this economic revolution is showcased in
Uvwie Local Government Area where Ekpan
community has been transformed into a fishing
market by the cluster groups and the farmer's support
programme. A census of the membership of United
Fish Farm Ekpan, Progressive Fish Farm at Igboroke
and Crusaders Fish Farm showed that there are 3,000
fish farmers and over 6,000 ponds and about 700
youths in fish farm business within the locality.

J,:' '.j.-

Feeds constitute about 70% of running cost of most fish
farms in Nigeria. Recently Dr O. Oresegun's research
on producing fish feeds from cassava has drastically
reduced the price of20 kg of floating feeds from

N7,300.00 to N4,400.00. This feat made the Institute's
Welfare Union to give Dr Oresegun the Award of 'Best
Staff of the Year' for reducing the pains of fish farmers
due to high cost of feeds. During an interview with Dr.
Kunle Oresegun, as shown below, itwas

Dr Oresegun (right) in an interview session
with Dr Mabel Yarhere

discovered that NIOMR feeds have so far been adopted

corn meals.

by farmers in 24 states of the Federation and there is the

based diet was investigated along with locally made diet

urgent call from neighboring countries to distribute this

and also an imported diet of known nutrient composition.

feeds to their countries.

The fingerlings were weighed and randomly assigned to

Nigeria, currently produces about 200,000 tons of fish

fibre glass tanks at a stocking density of fifty (50) per

from fish farming alone, but the major challenge is on the

tank.

cost of imported

Results showed that there was higher growth response in

floating

feeds whose constituents

include corn meal, wheat, fish meal, soya bean meal and
vegetable oil. However, the price of corn and wheat
continue to soar everyday because of competition for
their use by human beings as part of their daily meals.
NIOMR floating feeds made from cassava meal, fish
meal, soya bean, vegetable oil and anti mould has a
comparative

Food

Conversion

Ratio

(FCR)

with

An experiment on the effect of Cassava

The tanks were monitored daily for ten weeks.

NIOMR's cassava based floating feeds than local feeds,
however, growth was highest in imported feeds which is
also the most expensive among the three feed sources.
NIOMR feeds is currently available for distributors and
training is organized on regular basis for farmers and
Private partners in feeds production for the nation.

imported feeds whose carbohydrate source is wheat or

ORNAMENTAL FISH DECORATIONS
BUSINESS THRIVES AT PARTIES
Ornamental fishes, scientifically termed, exotic fish species were initially used for aquaria to beautify homes in Nigeria
and around the world. However, recently, the ingenuity of Nigerian entrepreneurs have taken these fish species to
various dimensions, especially in beautifying sceneries at weddings, birthday parties, conferences, symposia and other
event centres. One of such events is captioned below.

Mrs Belema said that at such occasions, guests
admire the colorful fishes as they swim from one
end of the transparent vases to the other. The
aesthetic values of ornamental fishes have made the
business of culturing as well as capturing of these
species thrive for ages. Many Nigerian are not
aware ofthe potentials of making legitimate money
from this business.
Scientists
at the Nigerian
Institute
for
Oceanography and Marine Research, Victoria
Island have carried out studies on prevalence,

[I]

abundance, breeding, feeding habits and export potentials of
the fish species. Some ornamentals are shown below. For
details contact the Institute.

Pantodon buchoizi (butterfly fish)

Barbodes callipterus

NIOMR INTENSIFIES ENVIRONMENTAL
RESEARCH ACTIVITIES IN COASTAL WATERS
..
OF LAGOS AND ENVIRONS
-By Ademola Yakub

N

igerian

among

Institute

Oceano

graphy

Marine

Research

others,

the

for

Indeed, daily monitoring of physico-

biomarker

And

chemical parameters (Air and water

environmental

temperatures,

sub-organism

has

mandate

salinity,

dissolved

approach,

with which

stress is assessed at
level

in

the

of

oxygen, pH, alkalinity) both in the

ecosystem,

carrying out research activities on

Atlantic Ocean (at Victoria Beach)

prior

environmental

and

problem. It basically entails using

factors

and

estuarine

harbor

mouth

(at

to

gives

early

serious

warning

environmental

physiological mechanisms as well as

NIOMR Jetty) has been a routine

biochemical

productivity

exercise in the institute for some

activities in the tissues of macro-

The

decades.

fauna (such as macro-invertebrates

has

the

exercise, analysis of water samples
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of determining

and

from

mechanisms in assessing the level of

Nigerian

and biodiversity
coastal

institute

waters.

therefore

responsibility

of

In addition to the daily

these
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locations

for

monitoring the trend and dynamics

nutrients (nitrate, phosphate, silicate

of physico-chemical

and sulphate) and microbiology

characteristics

and biological

of Nigerian

coastal

waters. The research activities will
afford the institute time series data

on

fortnight basis has also commenced
in the institute.

and

fish)

as

enzymatic

bio-indicating

stress in the environment especially
due to anthropogenic activities.
In the actualization of the foregoing,
the recent establishment

of Central

Furthermore, ecological studies are

Laboratory

currently being carried out in the

existing

Lagos Lagoon in order to update

tremendously

existing information on the ecology

capability of the institute especially

bodies including those arising from

of the water

in carrying out several laboratory

human activities. Findings from the

bodies that are contiguous

to the

studies

Lagos

being

for

baseline

information

as

benchmark for evaluating changes,
predicting

trends and interpreting

peculiar phenomena

will

in the water

therefore

provide

necessary information for effective
and sustainable management of the
coastal water resources especially by
such
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as

body. Other water

Lagoon

studied

currently

are Badagry

Creek

and

Ologe Lagoon. Trips are being made
on quarterly basis to the water bodies

fisheries,

environmental, maritime and health

for analysis

of physico-chemical

and upgrading

departmental

ones have

enhanced

include

ecotoxicological

(currently

ongoing

Oceanography
of some

Dept.) and analysis

critical

environmental

contaminants such as heavy metals
and persistent organic pollutants in
various

environmental

The research findings will also be of

(water,

sediments

immense

(bottom

coastal

benefits

in the area of

aquaculture,

a potential

of plankton,

dwelling

benthos

organisms)

and

which is yet to be fully exploited in

In

Nigeria. These include identification

community

of relatively low or non-impacted

plankton

zones of the coastal waters suitable

'Biomarker'

for large scale cultivation of finfish

incorporated

and shellfish using such practices as

aspect of the ecological studies. The

cage and pen culture systems.

addition

to

the

study

of

of

the

structures

and benthos, the use of
has
into

now

been

biomonitoring

and

matrices
biota).

Moreover, on arrival of the expected
new

microbiology.

studies

in Biological

and

study

the

based environmental studies. These

parameters (including the nutrients)

regulatory authorities.

of the

Research

vessel,

dedicated

research

commence

for ecological

and environmental
entire Nigerian

regular

cruises

will

surveys

studies of the
territorial

(including offshore areas).

waters

Microbiological

Analysis of Water and Sediment samples from Coastal water bodies around Lagos

Laboratory Analysis of Water samples for Nutrients and other
parameters Using Smart Spectrophotometer

NIOMR's Team of Scientists Trying to Launch Plankton net
for Collection of plankton Samples in Badagry Creek

Analysis of Plankton samples from Costal
Waters around Lagos

Launching of Grab for collection of Sediment and
Benthic (bottom dwelling) animals in Badagry Creek
by NIOMR's Team of Scientists
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PROFESSOR AWOSIKA WINS BE·ELECTION
TO UNITED NATIONS COMMISSION

N

igeria's
candidate to the United Nation
Commission on the Limits of the Continental
shelf (CLCS), Professor Lawrence Awosika a
Marine
geophysicist
and Director
Marine
Geology/Geophysics
department
of the Nigerian
Institute for Oceanography and Marine Research
(NIOMR) Lagos, coasted to victory in the first round of
balloting
at elections
held at United Nations
Headquarters New York USA on Wednesday 6 June
during the 22nd session of the meeting of States Parties
to the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS).
With 164 states parties present and voting, candidates
required two-thirds majority votes to be elected. In the
first round of voting, Professor Awosika polled 161
votes to win re-election for a fourth term in the
Commission. The Permanent Representative of Nigeria
to the United Nations Professor Joy Ogwu congratulated
Prof. Awosika on the victory for Nigeria.
He
commended the Permanent Mission of Nigeria to the
UN, the National Boundary Commission, Nigerian
Institute for Oceanography and NIMASA for their hard
work and excellent campaign strategy begun since
January this year for Nigeria's re-election to this very
important UN Commission Prof Awosika flanked by
three ladies below worked arduously for Nigeria's
retention of the seat. The 21 new members of the
Commission on the Limits of the Continental Shelf
whose term will commence on 16 June 2012 will be
sworn in at the 30th session of the Commission starting
from30July2012.

(2"d right) Prof Awosika with Prof. Joy Ogwu to his right (Nigeria
Permanent Representative to the UN) (2"" left) at a reception
held at the Nigeria Mission, New York.

The United Nations Commission on the Limits of the
Continental Shelf (CLCS) was established following the
entry into force of the 1982 United Nations Convention
on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS). The Commission
consists of twenty-one (21) members elected to serve for
a term of five years. According to Article 76 of
(UNCLOS) the functions of the Commission consists of:
to consider the data and other material submitted
by coastal States concerning the outer limits of
the continental shelf in areas where those limits
extend beyond 200 nautical miles, and to make
recommendations

in accordance with article 76

and the Statement of Understanding adopted on
29 August 1980 by the Third United Nations
Conference on the Law of the Sea;
to provide scientific and technical advice, if
requested by the coastal State concerned during
the preparation

of the data referred

to in

subparagraph (a).
Under article 4 of annex II to the Convention, a coastal
State intending to establish the outer limits to its
continental shelf beyond 200 nautical miles is obligated
to submit particulars of such limits to the Commission on
the Limits of the Continental Shelf along with supporting
scientific and technical data. The Commission shall then
consider
and analyse
the data
and make
recommendations in writing to the coastal State which
made the submission and to the Secretary-General of the
United Nations. The limits of the shelf established by a
coastal State on the basis of these recommendations shall
be final and binding".
Having secured election to the Commission, for another
five years, the next important issue facing the Nigeria is
the enhancement and the defence of Nigeria's submission
for extended continental shelf which was submitted to the
Commission on 7th May 2009 and is presently on the
queue. The National Boundary Commission - the
coordinating
agency for the Nigerian extended
continental shelf project would need to be adequately
supported and sustained to accomplish this strategic
national task of securing more maritime area for Nigeria
that could extended to a maximum 350nautical miles in
accordance with Article 76 ofUNCLOS.

So far, ajl the data in the submission have been installed in
the computer systems in the Nigerian extended continental
shelf project office established in 2010 at the Nigerian
Missiorito the UN in New York. Follow-up activities have
since been hampered as a result of non provision of funds to
undertake the activities involving enhancement, preparation
and completion of other activities before the submission is
considered by the commission. This process involves
assembly of all the technical experts and analysis on
enhancement of the submission in view of recent changes
and development
in past recommendations
of the
Commission. With 61 submissions (including that of
Nigeria) the Commission has so far considered and gave
recommendation on 16 recommendations putting Nigeria's
submission about 15 down on the queue. This means that
Nigeria's submission could be come up on the queue
anytime from now. This implies the urgency in the provision
of funds for the submission to be finalized and ready for
consideration by the Commission.
The success of Nigeria's claim for an Extended Continental
Shelf before the Commission would ensure continuous
benefits from the rich hydrocarbon deposits, marine based
solid minerals and other resources for the country.
In a related event in 2011, Prof. Larry Awosika was
decorated with a medal of excellence at the medal award
ceremony on 22nd June 2011 at the UNESCO office Paris
France. In recognition of an outstanding contribution to the

(1" left) Prof Larry Awosika receiving the Award from the 10C UNESCO
Deputy Director and 10C Council Chairman

IOC programme activities and management, the IOC
Assembly at its 24th session in 2007 decided to have a 50th
anniversary commemorative medal.
Prof. Awosika (one of the only two Africans) and other 23
individuals from around the world were decorated for their
exemplary dedication to the IOC, for their devotion to the
IOC mission and for their continuing support to the IOC
oceanographic national and international activities.
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Dr Demola Yakub was born into a royal family
Yakub Lamuye in Iwo, Osun State on the 27'hjuly
1973. He started primary education in Abidjan,
Cote d' Voire inI978. He attended Baptist High
School, Iwo (1983-1988).
He obtained B.Sc.
(Hons.) and M.Sc. in Zoology in 1995 and 1998
respectively from the university ofIbadan, Ibadan.
He obtained his PhD on Ecology/Environmental
Biology at the University ofIbadan in 2011.
Dr Demola Yakub joined NIOMR as A Research
Officer 1 (RO.l) on 2 December 2003, started
research carrier at Aluu and Buguma stations in
Rivers State with the following responsibilities:
* culture and propagation of marine and
brackish water fin and shellfish species.
* training programmes on fish farming for
the Youths and Farmers in the Niger Delta.
* Feasibility Studies for Intending Fish
Farmers in the Niger Delta.
He was later transferred to the Department
of Biological
Oceanography
in the
headquarters
in January 2008 with
research activities
on environmental
factors and physiological mechanisms;
productivity and biodiversity; trend and
level of pollution all in Nigerian coastal
waters.
He was promoted to the post of Senior
Research Officer and Principal Research
Officer in 2006 and 2009 respectively
Dr Yakub has published in several local
and international Journals, reviewed some
local and international scientific journals.
He currently enjoys the maximum supports
of his head of department, Dr. E. O. Oyewo
and the cooperation of other staff of
Biological Oceanography. He is happily
married to Oyinkansola Yakub.
nd

S

ome

members

of staff

attended

International Conferences.
the

Senegal

ODINAFRICAin

Symposium

varIOUS

Among these is
organized

by

collaboration with UNESCO which

was attended by Dr. E Oyewo, Dr (Mrs) R. Folorunsho,
Dr (Mrs) Mabel Yarhere and Mrs Violet Ohimain at
Saly Senegal. Below is a picture of the Nigeria's
delegates.

(1't right) Dr. EOyewo, Dr M. Yarhere, Mrs V Ohimain and
Dr R.Folorunsho at the Senegal Symposium.
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2012 TRAINING & MAN POWER DEVELOPMENT
NAME
1

Oguntade

PROGRAMME

O.R.

INSTITUTION

PhD

UNILAG

COURSE OF STUDY

YEAR STARTED

Cell Biology and Genetics

2005/2006

Aquaculture

2006/2007

2

Pepple P.c.G.

PhD

Michael Opera Univ.
Agric Umudikwe

3

Oketoki T.O.

PhD

UNILAG

Cell Biology and Genetics

2010/2011

4

Okoro C.

PhD

Michael Opera Univ.
Agric Umudikwe

Aquaculture

2008

PhD

Rivers State Univ. of
Sc and Tech

Aquaculture

2007/2008

PDG

Rivers State Collage of
Arts and Science

Aquaculture and Fisheries
Management

2010/2011

Diploma

Rivers State Collage of
Arts and Science

Agric and Fisheries

2009/2010

Fish Nutrition and
Aquaculture

2008/2009

5
6
7

Akinrotimi

A.O.

Ogbolu O.A.

Robinson Suokiente

production

8

Hamzat M.B.

PhD

UNAAB

9

Yakubu A.F.

PhD

UNIBEN

Aquaculture

2006/2007

PhD

LASU

Fisheries

2008

Animal Science &
Fisheries Management

2005/2006

Zoology

2002/2003

10
11
12

Megbonwon

I.

Ebonwu B.

Akinwale

M.M.

PhD

PhD

Eboyin State University

University

of Ibadan
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13

Anwa E.P.

PhD

Fisheries

2009/2010

COURSE OF STUDY

YEAR STARTED

Agric, Economics

2005

ABU Zaria

FISHERIES RESOURCES
NAME
1

PROGRAMME

Ogunbadejo

H.K.

INSTITUTION

PhD

UNAAB

2009/2010

2

Ajila 0.0.

MBA

OAU,lfe

3

Ajuonu

N.

PhD

UNILAG

Marine

Biology

2004

4

Williams

A.B.

PhD

UNILAG

Marine

Biology

2003

Business Administration

BIOLOGICAL OCEANOGRAPHY
NAME
1

PROGRAMME
K.J.

Balogun

PhO

INSTITUTION
University

COURSE OF STUDYFish Management

of Ibadan

YEAR STARTED
2009/2010

MARINE GEOLOGY/GEOPHYSICS
NAME

PROGRAMME

INSTITUTION

••

COURSE OF STUDY

YEAR STARTED

1

Abe O.B.

PGD

UNILAG

Geophysics

2009/2010

2

ImoD.O.

MSc.

UNILAG

Geology

2011/2012

MSc.

UNILAG

Geology

2011/2012

COURSE OF STUDY

YEAR STARTED

3

Ibitola M.P.

FISH TECHNOLOGY
NAME

PROGRAMME

INSTITUTION
University

1

Babalola A.F.

PhD

2

Olusola A.D.

PhD

3

Amusan E.E.

PhD

University

PhD

University

4

Oramadike

Microbiology

2010/2011

Biochemistry

2011/2012

of Ibadan

Food Microbiology

2010/2011

of Ibadan

Food Microbiology

2010/2011

of Ibadan

UNILAG

5

Salawedeen

M.M.

PhD

UNILAG

Fisheries

2010/2011

6

Ezekiel M.D. (Mrs.)

MSc.

UNILAG

Fisheries, Biology and
Management

2010/2011

BSc.

UNILAG

Education

Biology

2009/2010

BSc

UNILAG

Education

Biology

2009/2010

7

8

Udoh-Ezika

U. (Mrs.)

Yusuf K.O. (Mrs.)

9

Olajuigbe

0.0.

PhD

10

Adeyemi

Y.B.

MSc.

University

of Ibadan

UNILAG

Microbiology
Fisheries, Biology and
Management

2008/2009
2011/2012

PHYSICAL/CHEMICAL OCEANOGRAPHY
•YEAR STARTED

NAME

PROGRAMME

INSTITUTION

COURSE OF STUDY

1

Udochu U.

PhD

UNAAB

Environmental Management
and Toxicology

2006

2

Nubi O.A.

PhD

Univ. of Abomey - Calavi,
Benin Republic

Physical Oceanography
& Applications

2008

3

Uyimadu J.P.

PhD

University

of Ibadan

4

Oshisanya K.I

PhD

University

of Ibadan

5

Adeleye A.O.

MSc

University

of Ibadan

Environmental
Chem.
& Pollution

2010/2011

6

Oguguah N.M.

PhD

University

of Nsukka

Zoology

2008/2009

Environmental

Management

2006

2010/2011

PLANNING UNIT
NAME

PROGRAMME

INSTITUTION

COURSE OF STUDY

YEAR STARTED

1

Esenyi O.M.

PGD

UNILAG

Economics

2008/2009

2

Oladipe A.E.

PhD

UNILAG

Economics

2010/2011

ADMINISRATION
NAME
1

2

3
4

Ighavbota

PROGRAMME

Gloria

Enamu F.F.

Adeniyi Oziofuje

Rosaline

Jubrin I.D.

5

Akhiromen

6

Oraegbu C.U.

7

A.

Korie Anthony

C.

INSTITUTION

COURSE OF STUDY

YEAR STARTED

BSc

ou UNILAG.

Accounting

2010/2011

BSc

UNILAG

Business Administration

2008/2009

ND

Lagos State Poly

Accountancy

2007/2008

BSc

LASU

Public Administration

2009/2010

BSc

UNILAG

Business Administration

2009/2010

B.A

LASU

MSc

UNILAG

8

Okoye V.E.

B.A

Open University

9

Alfa S.

ND

Lagos State Poly

English

2008/2009

Management

2008/2009

Peace Studies & Conflict
Resolution

2003 (Part time)

Business Studies

2007/2008

TECHNICAL SERVICE
NAME
1

Apapa U.

PROGRAMME

INSTITUTION

B. Engine

Uniport

,

COURSE OF STUDY
Civil Engineering

YEAR STARTED
2008/2009

CENTRALLABORRATORY
NAME

PROGRAMME

COURSE OF STUDY 'YEAR STARTED

INSTITUTION
I

1

Olumodeji

0.0 (Mrs)

BSc

UNILAG

Education

Chemistry

2009/2010

-
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BURIAL FUNCTIONS ATTENDED BY THE NIOMR STAFF
WELFARE SCHEME START FROM 2010 TILL DATE
DEATH AND BURIAL CEREMONY
NAME
1
2
3
4

Dr. Ajao E.A
Dr. (Mrs.) Aroriode
Miss Ifeoluwa
Mrs. Oluwakemi

R.

Ndih
Adejonwo

PERSON INVOLVED

DATE

Mother

29-05-2010

Mother

05-06-2010

Father

10-07-2010

Mother

30-07-2010

5

Late Mrs. Helen Owhebo

Self

05-08-2010

6

Mrs. Veronica Avuariobo

Husband

10-09-2010

Mother

20-11-2010

Wife

27-11-2010

7
8

Mr. Godwin

I. Asikhia

Mr. Julius A. Akinwunmi

9

Mr. M. A. Oseni

Father

29-11-2010

10

Mrs. K. A. Musa - Ageno

Mother

13-12-2010

11

Mr. M. O. Ezekiel

Mother

28-12-2010

12

Mr. M. B. Hamzat

Father

13-05-2011

13

Mr. Friday Ihiemkpen

Father

25-02-2011

14

Mr. Kofi Remer

Mother

04-03-2011

15

Mr. Kehinde Ogunbadejo

Father

20-03-2011

16

Mr. Iwasi Ehimalero

Father

26-03-2011

17

Mr. Friday Isunu

Father

24-04-2011

18

Mr. Akhigbe Akhiromen

Mother

07-05-2011

19

Mr. Ben I. Ebonwu

Mother

09-05-2011

20

Mr. Audu Samson Belani

Father

09-05-2011

21

Miss Stella O. Ezenwa

Father

10-05-2011

Mother

16-05-2011

Mother

10-06-2011

Ajulo

Mother

30-06-2011

22
23
24

Mr. Ben -Igere

I. A.

Mr. Peter A. Ogar
Mr. Akintunde

25

Mrs. Oluyemo

Olajumoke

Mother

21-08-2011

26

Mrs. Omotola

Olumodeji

Father

10-09-2011

27

Mr. Kazeem Ismaila

Father

20-09-2011

28

Dr. G. R. Akande

Father

01-10-2011

29

Dr. (Mrs.) P. E. Anyanwu

Father

14-12-2011

III

NAME
Mrs. Comfort

30

PERSON INVOLVED

DATE

Mother

30-12-2011

Mother

30-12-2011

Wife

16-01-2012

Father

17-02-2012

Adeleye

31

Mr. J. O. Simpa

32

Mr. Daniellmo

33

Mr. Ruth Faleye

34

Mrs. Hannah Omogoriola

Father

03-03-2012

35

Mrs. Esther A. Ukenye

Mother

14-03-2012

36

Mrs. Juliana Ndimele

Mother

16-04-2012

37

Mr. Albert Gadgekpo

Wife

23-04-2012

38

Mr. F. F. Enamu

Mother

11-05-2012.
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Mr. J. P. Unyimadu

Mother

19-05-2012

40

Dr. Oresegun A.

Father

19-05-2012

41

Mr. Gbolagun

A.

Mother

15-06-2012

Oyewo

Mother

13-05-2012

Dr. Emmanuel

42

Veronica Alozie-Chidi (nee Omenwa) is a 2009 AWARD Fellow. AWARD stands for African Women in
Agricultural Research and Development. The two year fellowship programme seeks to fast-track the careers of
professional African women scientists by providing mentoring partnerships, building science skills and
developing leadership capacity. Veronica's research interests are in "pollution reduction in an integrated
aquaculture environment using probiotics with emphasis on Cia ria , Tilapia, and giant African land snail
breeding to enhance healthier fish and snails with improved immunity to disease. Veronica's job involves
developing technologies that will increase farmers' yields from integrated aquaculture through the use of
biocontrol agents." Source: DR EBINIMI ANSA BAGS POST-DOCTORAL

AWARD

Dr E. Ansa, the Centre Manager at ARAC was awarded a Post-Doctoral Scholarship to study the Effect of
Climate Change on the Fisheries of. ..... She is also the National Editor, Fisheries Society of Nigeria,
(Publishers of Nigerian Journal of Fisheries), hief Research Officer African Regional Aquaculture Centre/
Nigerian Institute for Oceanography and Marine Research (insert picture).

Omenwe

Veronica (Award Fellow)

Fellow(Centre)

with students from different tertiary institution
in Nigeria, Africa

from University of Port Harcourt
He attended an international courses on the Principle of genetics and
Tilapia breeding in 2010 at the Central Laboratory for Aquaculture
Research in Egypt, an International Exhibition on Agro-Mashav at
Tel Aviv in 2001.
His area of specialization is Aquaculture with particular interest on
fish breeding and genetics. His work experiences started in 1994 in
the Nigerian Institute for Oceanography and Marine Research as a
Research Officer II (ROllO and in 1997 he was promoted to ROI. He
rose to the post of Principal Research Officer in 2003 till date.
He also have some University teaching experiences from 2002 to
2010 where he taught courses in Ornamental Fisheries, Fish Seed
production and hatchery management, Biological Statistics, Fish
Genetics and Breeding and Introduction to Aquaculture at the River
State University of Science and Technology.

D

r Uka AnyaeJe was born 15th April,
1967 in Item, Bende, Abia State. He
obtained his West African School
Certificate
from the Comprehensive
Secondary School in Ohanku in 1984, got his
BSc and MSc, (Aquaculture)
in 1997 and
1998 respectively at the River State University
of Science and Technology.
He then
proceeded to the University of Port Harcourt
where he obtained his PhD in Hydrobiology
and Fisheries in 20 12.

He has also supervised students' Thesis at the Post Graduate Diploma
level at the River State University of Science and Technology. His
leadership positions include ' Head of Unit, Fish Breeding and
Genetics and Head of Station at the African Regional Centre for
Aquaculture (ALUU) Port Harcourt in 2003-2004.
He belongs to the Fisheries Society of Nigeria (FISON), Aquatic
Sciences Society of Nigeria and Biotechnology Society of Nigeria.
His PhD dissertation is on Hatchery propagation and assessment of
genetic parameters for future selection of growth enhancement traits
in Tilapia guineensis. His has about fifteen Journal publications, ten
Conference papers and three Working Papers.
Dr. UkaAnyaele is happily married and has two children

REPORTS/rom
STAFF WELFARE SCHEME
There were many celebrations and other activities that the scheme participated
Some of them are captured below:

SCENES AT PATRICK ANI) GRACE IGHIVE'S

WEDDING

in.

SCENES AT DR.E.AJAO'S

DAUGHTER'S

SCENES AT DR E.O OYEWO'S

WEDDING

SON'S WEDDING
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SCENES AT THE WEDDING OF ADEDEJI ADEYEMO OF
EXTENSION RESEARCH AND LIAISON SERVICES (ERLS) ,

AT .JOHN UNYINi\1ADU'S MOTHER'S FUNERALAT OGUTA

•

Training of small and medium scale entrepreneurs on fish production techniques using
homestead/concrete/plastic

.

,

tanks/WRS

•

Training of small-scale fishermen on net production and mending.

•

Adoption Studies Methodologies

•

Construction of Earthen and Concrete ponds.

•

Design, installation and management of Plastic tanks

.

"Envir6nmentallmpact

.•...

,

Assessment (EtAs)

•

Integrated fish farming

•

Conventional and peletted fish feeds formulation, production and packaging

•

Fish Diseases Identification and treatment

•

Socio-cultural factors affecting capture of endangered marine mammals in Delta state
Handling and preservation of landed fish and shrimps
Fish Site Selection And Construction
Fish Breeding

•

Hatchery Management

•

Water Quality Management

•

Sinking Fish Feeds Production And Packaging

•

Floating Feeds Production And Packaging
Extension Communication Methodologies

•

Organizing Community Development Programmes

•

Newsletter Writing Techniques

•

Planning and staging an Exhibition

•

Writing Award Winning Grant techniques

•

Forming a Multi-Purpose Cooperative and Thrift Society

•

Fish Processing And Smoking

•

Designs And Construction Of Fish Smoking Kilns

•

Fishing Craft Designs And Construction

•

Fishing Gears Designs And Construction

•

Bankable Feasibility Studies And Writing

•

Environmental Impact Assessment And Mitigation Measures

•

Fish Products Development Into Fish Cakes, Burgers And Crackers

•

General Biology Of Fish

•

Water Parameters Measurement

•

Geological/Geophysical

•

Ornamental Fish Export Business

Matters

The Institute has expertise in providing technical assistance in the following products,
equipments and services.

Culture Media
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culture

Fin and shell fishes for culture

